![](indmedgaz74500-0017){#sp1 .372}

![](indmedgaz74500-0018){#sp2 .372-1}

![](indmedgaz74500-0019){#sp3 .373}

![](indmedgaz74500-0020){#sp4 .374}

![](indmedgaz74500-0021){#sp5 .375}

![](indmedgaz74500-0022){#sp6 .376}

![](indmedgaz74500-0023){#sp7 .377}

![](indmedgaz74500-0024){#sp8 .378}

![](indmedgaz74500-0025){#sp9 .379}

![](indmedgaz74500-0026){#sp10 .380}

![](indmedgaz74500-0020-a){#f1 .374}

![](indmedgaz74500-0021-a){#f2 .375}

![](indmedgaz74500-0022-a){#f3 .376}

![](indmedgaz74500-0023-a){#f4 .377}

![](indmedgaz74500-0023-b){#f5 .377}

![](indmedgaz74500-0023-c){#f6 .377}

![](indmedgaz74500-0023-d){#f7 .377}

![](indmedgaz74500-0025-a){#f8 .379}

![](indmedgaz74500-0025-b){#f9 .379}

![](indmedgaz74500-0025-c){#f10 .379}

![](indmedgaz74500-0025-d){#f11 .379}

![](indmedgaz74500-0026-a){#f12 .380}

![](indmedgaz74500-0026-b){#f13 .380}

![](indmedgaz74500-0026-c){#f14 .380}

[^1]: A paper read before the Medical Section of Asiatic Society of Bengal on the 20th February, 1928.
